
Heart to Heart Charm Bracelet
Project B1049
Designer: Megan Milliken

Cute clear and black faceted acrylic hearts dangle from a strawberry pink aluminum chain in this quick and easy charm bracelet.

What You'll Need

Strawberry Pink Color Aluminum Curb Chain 5mm x 9mm - Bulk By The Ft
SKU: CHA-91878
Project uses 6 inches

Vintage Lucite Plastic Faceted Heart Pendant Bead Jet 17.5x18mm (6)
SKU: BCV-06
Project uses 3 pieces

Vintage Clear Lucite Plastic Faceted Heart Pendant Bead 17.5x18mm (6)
SKU: BCV-02
Project uses 3 pieces

Silver Plated Toggle Clasps 12mm (5 Sets)
SKU: FCL-3032
Project uses 1 piece

50 Silver Plated Triangle Jump Rings-Hang Drops-Bails
SKU: FCO-4120
Project uses 6 pieces

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (x100)
SKU: FJR-5150
Project uses 2 pieces

Specialized Tools

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Instructions:
1. Measure a length of strawberry pink aluminum curb chain 6 1/2" long and use a pair of chain nose pliers to open the next link and

remove the length.

2. Use silver plated triangle jump rings to hang vintage acrylic faceted heart pendants from your length of chain at even intervals.
Alternate between the jet hearts and the clear hearts.

3. Use silver plated 5mm, 20 gauge jump rings to attach one half of a silver plated 12mm toggle clasp to each end of the chain.

These vintage lucite beads sometimes have little plastic bits sticking up where the seams are. I gently filed them down
with a diamond file (or a nail file) being very careful not to scratch the rest of the bead.

Variations

Change the color of your chain and your bracelet will have a whole new look.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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